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Abstract 
The techniques of high-detailed 3D models developed in recent years demand 
efficient multiresolution representations of polygonal meshes. They are widely used 
in many fieIds such as computer animation, data compression, digital geometric 
processing and so on. This thesis concentrates on explicit formulations for B-spline 
curves and biorthogonal subdivision wavelet transform approaches and techniques 
based on lifting schemes with geometric constraints. The main contributions of this 
thesis include the following several aspects: explicit computation and matrix 
formulations; dual subdivision wavelet transform; biorthogonal wavelet transforms 
based on lifting scheme with geometric constraints. 
An explicit computing formula for general recursion schemes is proved by 
mathematical induction first, and then the explicit formulae o f t h e de Boor algorithms 
lbr computing non-uniform B-spline curves and their derivatives are proved; finally 
an explicit symbol matrix representation for non-uniform B-spline curves ofarb i t ra ry 
degree and its transformation to the polynomial space spanned by the common power 
basis are presented based on our explicit computing formula, implemented in Matlab 
programming language to make more efficiently computing non-uniform B-spline 
curves and surfaces of arbitrary degree and their derivatives by using 日0爪6广担 
scheme available. 
This thesis overcomes the difficulty of constructing the biorthogonal wavelet 
transforms based on the dual subdivision. In our biorthogonal wavelet construction 
based on the dual subdivision, the centroids of the V-faces corresponding to the old 
vertices are selected as the virtual vertices associated with the scaling functions to 
constmct the scaling space. The lifting scheme is used to guarantee the fitting quality 
of the wavelet transform, and a local orthogonalization is introduced with a discrete 
inner product operation to improve the computation efficiency. The presented 
dual-subdivision-based wavelet construction is proven to be stable and effective by 
the experimental results. 
we present novel geometrically constrained Loop, Catmull-Clark and Doo-Sabin 
subdivision wavelet transforms. The geometrically constrained subdivision-based 
wavelet transforms can preserve several geometric constraints, such as position, high 
oi-der derivative and isoparametric curve constraints, and improve the geometric 
modeling ability o f 3 D multi-resolution models with polygonal meshes. Because the 
lifting operators we designed with geometric constraints only work in the local areas 
o f t h e control mesh, it is very convenient and efficient for a broad range of in terac t ive 
applications of 3D multiresolution models of massive data sets. The presented 
subdivision wavelet construction approaches based on the lifting schemes with 
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1.1 B splines and B-splines surfaces 
B-splines are defined in terms of a knot sequence t:=(t,), meaning that 
… 环 邻 ” （ " 
The j'" B-spline of order 1 for the knot sequence is the characteristic 
function of the half-open interval[tj---tj>,), i. e. , the function given hy 
the rule: .. 
— _ J1, if t j < X < / ,+i 
^/iW:=�i’,(,）：=jo, therwise 
Note that each of these functions is piecewise constant, and that: 
^ 5 , ( x ) = l, i n f , " , < s u p , / , . 
/ 
From these first order B-splines, B-splines of higher order can be derived 
inductively by the B-splines recurrence. The j"' B-spline of order k>l for 
the knot sequence t is: 
^M := B,’�,:=〜5,’H + (1_("川’,)召州’ -々1, 
x-/, 
With CD.,(x) :=0)^^,,{x) ： = - ~ ~ — 
' . / + ^ - 1 一 .1 
Non-uniform B-splines (NUBS) are the most popular tools for geometric 
modeling of curves and surfaces, and the non-uniform rational B-spline 
(NURBS) curves and surfaces, as the extension of NUBS, have become a de 
facto standard in industry of geometric modeling because they provide a 
common mathematical form for analytical geometry and data exchange 
between different CAD systems. Traditionally, almost all Ilsp]ine 
functions and their derivatives are recursively evaluated with de 
Boor - Cox recursion formula [11’ 12], but such a computation, which is 
actually fulfilled by a recursive procedure implemented with de Boor - Cox 
recursion formula, is not as efficient as a non-recursive procedure 
implemented with an explicit formula such as a matrix-form formula or 
other explicit ones, since the recursive procedure needs more stack 
operations and computer memories than a non-recursive procedure, hesides 
its computational complexity. In general, the explicit matrix 
representation of B-splines makes it easier and faster to evaluate 
B-spline curves and surfaces because the polynomial evaluation is more 
efficient on a power basis that enables the efficient computation using 
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Horner‘ s schema [3l]. 
The matrix-form representations of curves and surfaces are widely applied 
in CAD systems, since matrix formulations are very compact to write, clear 
to understand, simple to program and efficient to implement. They 
facilitate the basis transformation between the common power basis and 
the B-spline basis functions. The polynomial space spanned by the B-spline 
basis can be converted into the piecewise polynomial one spanned by the 
power basis, so that both the matrix representations of non-uniform 
B-spline curves/surfaces and the explicit computation of de Boor - Cox 
recursion [.ormula are always possible, but unfortunately, so far no any 
explicit evaluation scheme for de Boor - Cox recursion formula has been 
available yet. 
A few matrix representations for Bezier, uniform B-spline and NURBS curves 
and surfaces have been published. The matrix representation for B6zier 
curves of arbitrary degree was presented in 1982 [7’ 10], while the general 
matrix formula for uniform B-spline curves of arbitrary degree was given 
in [10]. These two matrix representations for Bezier and uniform B-spline 
curves are equivalent to the two recursive matrix formulae represented 
in [28] in the context of the computing results, respectively. Ding and 
l)avies derived the matrix representations of non-uniform B-spline curves 
up to degree 3 from de Boor - Cox algorithm [14]. A recursive symbolic 
computation for the matrix representation of NURBS curves and surfaces 
of arbitrary degree [9] was given by using Bohm' s knot insertion 
algorithm [3]. The recursive coefficient formula for the elements of the 
coefficient matrix of non-uniform B-spline curves was presented in [18] 
hy means of de Boor - Cox algorithm, but the recursive formula of the matrix 
itself other than the elements of the coefficient matrix for non-uniform 
B-spline curves and surfaces of arbitrary degree was derived in [28] based 
on de Boor - Cox recursion formula and Toeplitz matrices representing the 
product of two polynomials. Both of these formulae for the matrix 
representations of non-uniform B-spline curves and surfaces of arbitrary 
degree were implemented by the recursive procedures not analytical 
explicit ones. Explicit matrix representations for NURBS curves and 
surfaces were derived from the computation of divided difference [24, 27], 
in which a linear system of equations had to be solved, so that much 
intensive computing for the (k+l) X (k+l) determinant and the k+1 
cofactors was cost. Another explicit matrix formula based on the Marsden 
identity in [24] costs much intensive computing for the (k+1) X (k+1) 
determinant and its k+1 cofactors, too. 
1. 2 Box spline 
Box spline represents a generalization of univariate spline theory to 
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several variables. Box splines are introduced by De Boor and DeVore [13]. 
A comprehensive treatment of box splines and their general theory is given 
in the book called ‘‘box spline book，， by De Boor, H611ig and 
Riemenschneicler [4]. 
An box spline is defined by some k directions Vi in f^. We assume that 
k > s and v,, •••, v, are linearly independent. Then the box sp]ines 
B|^{x) \= B{x\Vy..Vi^),k = s + \,...,k , are defined by successive 
convolutions [5, 17，29], 
B(x) =jl/det[vr.vj, if xe[v.vJ[0,iy 
.、 [ 0 else .. 
广1 Bk {x) := ^_| {x - tVj^ )dt, k > s 
J 0 
A particular example of box splines is the b-splines with equidistant 
knots. 
In general, box splines consist of regularly arranged polynomial pieces 
and they have a useful geometric interpretation. Of particular interest 
for geometric design are box spline surfaces that consist of triangular 
polynomial pieces. These box spline surfaces have planar domains, but it 
is quite simple to construct arbitrary two-dimensional surfaces, i.e.， 
manifolds, with these box splines. 
Because a box (the outer product of a set of intervals) can always he 
subdivided into smaller boxes by subdividing those intervals, we can 
always express a box-spline basis function over a coarse grid in terrns 
of the sum of basis functions over a nested finer grid. 
Box-spline subdivision approach is applied to the 3-direction quartic c2 
box-spline by Loop [25]. It is defined over any polyhedron with triangular 
faces. 
1.3 Biorthogonal subdivision wavelets based on the 
lifting scheme 
Subdivision-based wavelet construction deals with the wavelet synthesis 
and analysis processes. The lifting scheme [30, 35, 36] provides an elegant 
framework for the construction of second generation wavelet transforms. 
Many lifting based wavelet are constructed as Loop [21, 25, 1], 
Catmull-Clark [37, 35], Doo_Sabin [41] and 4 ^ [39] subdivisions. 
Suppose a high-resolution subdivision model M'^',F'^' "—，where M..、and 
K'" is the control mesh and a column vector of the control points of the 
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Lo()p surface at resolution level i+1 respectively, is decomposed into a 
lower-resolution model「似‘，叫 and a column vector of the wavelet 
- 」Loop 
coefficient W ' . The wavelet analysis process can be represented as 
V'=A[V'^') 
W=B[V'^') 
The wavelet synthesis is the inverse process of the above wavelet analysis, 
a process from a lower resolution subdivision model to the higher one (see 
Figure 1). It can be represented as F'^' = P(F') + ^(j^'). 
一 [ ~ A ^ v ' v ' - T 7 ^ ~ 
v ^ - ( ^ , i 
— B ' - w ' w i — Q ' ~ 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. (a) analysis; (b) synthesis. 
Based on the lifting scheme, we can construct a new wavelet transform with 
synthesis filters (P', Q'), where P ' is the same as P', and Q ' can be 
ohtained from P' and Q' with the lifting scheme as shown in Figure 2. 
0 ' - 0 ' + P 'S ' , 
where S' is the lifting matrix. 
The synthesis process of subdivision wavelet can be redefined as 
K'+i = P' [V') + g ( E ' ) : P' (V' + S 'E ' ) + Q ' ( E ' ) . 
Then the wavelet analysis can be represented as: 
,/' = _ ' + i ) - S ' E ' 
£' = /?'(广丨） 
t 
8 ‘ 
一 A ' - < E > — V ' v ' - K ^ p i ^“ " I 
v " — m H ( i > v " i 
^ V ^ ^ 一 
^ 7 } - ^ w ^ w i ~ H Qi M 
(a) (b) 
Figure2: Subdivision wavelets with lifting scheme 
1.4 Geometrically-constrained subdivision wavelets 
Geometric modeling with sharp features has been considered not only 
in B-spline and NURBS surfaces, but also in subdivision-based wavelet 
transforms. In general, the research of geometrically-constrained 
modeling of subdivision surfaces concentrates on developing special 
interpolation subdivision rules and treating sharp features. 
The interpolation subdivisions [8, 32, 23] proved highly efficient 
for subdivision surface modeling under position constraints. Geometric 
modeling with sharp features can also be considered in subdivision 
wavelets. In the V 3 subdivision wavelet construction, boundciry 
constraints were treated [39], while the sharp-feature modeling based on 
the V 2 and the Doo-Sabin subdivision wavelet transforms was presented 
in [41] and [40], respectively. All these works adopted such a common way 
that only the subdivision rules for preserving sharp features were changed 
in the multi-resolution geometric modeling. By means of the ability for 
customizing wavelet constructions of the lifting scheme, Li, Qin and Sun 
constructed the B-spline wavelet transforms satisfying geometric 
constraints in curve modeling [22]. 
Inspired by [22], our subdivision wavelet construction, which will 
be given in Chapter 3’ is based on geometrically constrained 1iCting 
operations without any change of the subdivision rules. 
1.5 Contributions 
Explicit computation and matrix formulations of B-spliiie curves and 
surfaces 
None of the previous methods can give us any matrix representation 
of non-uniform B-spline curves, but my explicit formulae and Matlab 
programs can produce the matrix formula of non-uniform B-spline and NURBS 
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curves, such that it is much more efficient and easy for my methods to 
compute B-spiine and NURBS curves and their derivatives than the previous 
methods. On the other hand, this thesis also gives an explicit formula 
l"or a general recursion scheme. It can be used for computing derivatives 
of non-uniforni B-spline and NURBS curves explicitly. 
Biorthogonal subdivision wavelet transforms based on lifting schemes 
with geometric constraints 
ln dual subdivisions like Doo-Sabin scheme, all the old control 
vertices disappear after one subdivision step. This becomes a big 
challenge to the biorthogonal subdivision-based wavelet construction. In 
our biorthogonal wavelet construction based on the dual subdivision, we 
construct the synthesis and analyesis rules, by using the old vertices. 
We use the lifting scheme to keep the fitting quality of the wavelet 
transform, and the local orthogonalization to improve the computing 
efficiency. 
The motivation of our work - subdivision wavelet based on lifting 
scheme with geometric constraints, is to improve the representation of 
the complicated models at low resolution levels and facilitate the 
intercictive modeling of geometric models through interpolating some 
specified constraints. The previous methods need to change the 
subdivision rules to keep the sharp features. This made the 
subdivision-based wavelet transform algorithms more complicated and 
difficult to implement. Furthermore, they cannot deal with high-order 
derivative constraints (they can deal with only position and 1st - order 
derivative constraints). In this thesis, I present the novel lifting 
scheiiies ror preserving various geometric constraints, including position 
and n-th (n^  I) order derivative constraints as well as curve constraints. 
The novel lifting schemes niake the algorithms of the subdivision-based 
wavelet transforms more concise and easy to implement. They do not need 
U) change any subdivision rules. These are the main differences between 
my methods and other ones. 
10 ‘ 
2 Explicit symbol formulae for B-splines 
The B-spline curve can be computed by de Boor algorithm [12, 16] as 
follows: 
C(,) = l > A M " ) = Z P/"/>W (2.1) 
7=0 j=i-k 
= Z P;A^.*-i« = 〜 = P,-MS'<(+i j-i-k 
where Nj,k(t) are the B-spline basis functions, and • 
fP,, r = 0; 
P 、 丨 (2.2) 
丨 ly^?;(/)P;—i+«;(OP;+—ii, r = l2,-,k; 
j = i — k,i_k + \,...,i-n 
t-t. a'-(t) =——^; 
< ‘ w 〜 (2-3) 
/?;.(/) = l-«;(/); 
with the conversion 0/0 = 0. 
Note that Equations (2. l)-(2. 3) look unlike the original form of cle 
Boor algorithm [12], but they are from [16] and actually identical to the 
original one. 
2. 1 Explicit formula for a general recursion scheme 
In order to derive the explicit computation of de Boor algorithm, an 
explicit computation formula for the general recursion scheme is given 
as follows first. 
Theorem 1 Given a set of initial values of scalars or vectors such 
as 2D or 3D points,尸‘-”凡-⑷，…，凡，the recursion scheme 
P] = P-{t)pr' + oc]{t)p]:l r = l,2,--,A, (2. 4) 
with the initial condition 
p] = Pj,j = i_k,i-k + \,".,i, 
can be computed explicitly as 
11 
_ r , - “ / ) _ 
k //-"+1(,) '。r、 
P:-k = [Pi-k A-/t+i ••• P,\ • , (2.5) 
_ y,{t) 
where 
f l ^ , ( 0 , m = 0; 
c/=l 
k " | _ 1 ch 一 1 Z I I {••• 
aj =m “2二"卜1 [^^3 =ni-2 
r,-/<+",(0 = X Y ' { { / " " ' - ' ( / , / — k + m) )< ' ,+ , "_ , (0 (2.6) 
‘''"=' 
x./:;::";;-'(/,/ - k + m — 1)}} • . . < “ 2 (Of：：：： it,i — k + 2)} 
><2“丨(0./:;;丨;丨丨("-众 + 1)} 
x«,〜(/)./:,>，/-々)},m=l,...,々； 
A ^  [l if h > c; 
Z : ( " " ) 1 = p Z ( 0 = iA*(0AW(0...Ae.(0 i f ^ k 
/^ '(/) and a'(/) are the recursion coefficients, which can be either 
constants or variant functions with a variable. 
Proof. This theorem can be proved by mathematical induction. 
When k = 1, we have 
'pUtl m = Q; 
-^|+'"(,M 1 , � , 
tz,_i(/), m = \. 
Obviously, Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are true. 
Suppose that Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are true when k = k ' , next, we 
will prove that Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are also true when k=k'+Y. 
From Equation (2.4), we have 
p:\=pnxMP�k�\+ca—MPL, , 
Substituting Equation (2. 5) into the right hand side of the above equation 
yieitJs 
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> , - r - i ( 0 ' 
P^ '+i _"r+i m「p々. p'' ••• p*'1 ^-".⑴ i,-k'-\ -Pi-k'-\\^)\_^i-k'-\ [i-k. 〜一|」 ： 
. r , - , ( 0 _ 
_ r,-r(0 _ 
+ < : U , ) [ / ^ i . i ^ � … " , ] ” � 
. M O . 
- ；^’丨—丨⑴/…丨⑴ •-
(/？二义丨⑴+仅二⑴),“,(/) 
� p r pk. p. p.i ( A � + . ' - i ( o + < : U / ) ) , “ . + i ( o 
“l_^i-k'-] ^i-k' 7/_r+i 厂'」 ： • 
(/?,二'_1(/) + <:,|_,(0)/,_|(/) 
_ C ' - i ( O r , ( / ) . 
Substituting Equation (2.6) into the above equation yields 
(众'+1) 
i ) r M r . . ) W = r i A - ( r . . ) ( 0 , i f m=0; a = \ 
ii)r,-(r.,)..(0 = C . - , ( 0 r , ( 0 ‘ 
二 < ( r . . ) ( 0 f l < . ( 0 = f i < M if m = k,+ 1; 
a=\ a=] 
iii) if l<ni<k', 
r , - ( r + " + J , ) = ( A - ' : ' , ( 0 + <:U0)ri-,^.U0 
= ( A 5 ' . + , ) ( 0 + < ; " : . + i ) W ) , , - ( r + — W 
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= (>C.+n(0 + < ; ; . + i ) ( / ) ) f { I f Z {••• <7|=m «2 =m-\ l^a；^ =m-2 
Z£|{{./r"'-'(/"-(�)+"Wv—(,) 
I "--=' 
./:;::";�i(/,/. — ( r + l ) + m - l ) } } . . . 
< V + " + 2 ( 0 . / : ; ; V ; ' ( / " - ( h i ) + 2 ) } < v + i ) + i ( 0 
. / : : ; | + > , / . - ( r + i ) + i ) } < ( � ) ( / ) . / ^ ( / , / - ( � ’ + i ) ) } 
A-'+l "|-l "2-1 f ff,,,-|-l , -Z I Z ... 2:{{n,/-(A'+i)+m)} 
Uy =m "2='"—l c/^  -iu-2 1^  a,„ = I 
々々•〃M(0/::r「V,/-(々,+ l) + ^-l)}}..-<V+i)+2WC^i("-(々'+l) + 2)} 
< V ' . . H . ( 0 / ; : ; , ' ( ^ ' - ( ^ ' + 0 + i)} 
<v+i)(o.Ci'(“H^ ,+i))b=i,...,^ ’+i. 
In the above rightmost derivation, note that 
f a , i - { k , + ^= f::i{t, / - ( A , + 1)) = 1. 
Thus, it i.s clear that actually this theorem is always true. 
2.2 Explicit formulae for de Boor algorithms of 
B-spline curves and their derivatives 
2.2. lExplicit computation of de Boor Algorithm for 
Computing B-Spline Curves 
Theorem 2 The non-uniform B-spline curve C(t), t,< t< f/,,, can explicitly 
be computed by de Boor algorithm for B-spline curves as follows: 
_ r , - . ( 0 _ . 
C ( / ) = P / : r [ P , ] P,_,+i …P']"”'('），,,-,<〔+,. (2.7) 
. m . 
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The B-spline basis functions of degree k can also be computed explicitly 
as below: 
f l A % ( 0 , i f ^ = 0; a=\ r r f , 
k f|-l «2-1 ««-1-1 ,, 、 
z Z Z - I { { / - - ' ( r , / - ^ + m ) } 
a^  =m Ui =m-l a3 = m - 2 (^ t/^ =l 
V 、 
" , - “ , " ’ , ( 0 = X <：,•_, {t)f:yr ( r , i 一 k + m — 1 ) } } . . . ( 2 . 8 ) 
x < � , ? ; W - — 
x<i.AOf:;;!(fJ-k+i)} 
x<々）/“?+i(,,/ — 々 ）}， i f m = u - , k ; 
Proof. Comparing the right hand sides of Equations (2.1) and (2.7) 
as well as substituting Equation (2.3) for j3.(t) and «;:(/) in Equation 
(2.4) yields Equation (2.8). 11 
Equations (2.6) and (2.8) cannot be gotten by a straightforward 
textual substitution of the recursion formula presented by de Boor-Cox. 
Actually, they are the explicit representations of B—splines of arbitrary 
degree. The Matlab programs for the explicit symbolical matrix formula 
of B-spline curves of arbitrary degree are given in the Appendix, using 
Equation (2.8). 
2.2.2 Explicit computation of Derivatives of B-Spline 
Curves 
The de Boor algorithm can be generalized to compute derivatives of 
B-spline curves [12, 19], and the ^-th derivative of the B-spline curve 
is computed [16] as follows: 
c ( � � = ^ Z p , " , “ o = z PX’H(0 = � = I p ; ^ - , ( o , 
dt j=o j=i-k j=i-k 
t. < t <。and 0 < t < k , 
where 
, . J P / , 厂 0 ; 
P'=j7;P;-i+^P;+-,i, r = l,2,--J; 
j = i-k,i-k + lr-J-^\ 
15 
_, k — r +1 a,= ； 
•丨 t — t 
\j+k + \ \/ + r J'.:-di'.. " / j 
Note that the above derivative formula looks unlike the original form 
in [12], but actually they are identical to that, deduced from the 
derivative formula in the Section 8.9 of [16]. 
Similarly to Section 2. 1, we can prove the following theorem with the 
principle of mathematical induction: 
Theorem 3 The i -th derivative of the B-spline curve can be computed 
explicitly as follows: 
“ N , * S t ) “ 
C " ) ( 0 = [P/_* P/_“，…P/_(] N - k — � 
. " “ ’ " � . . 
where 
Yi-k+i 
1> = � 1 ) P ... p ]厂-“丨+/ * i-k+i 匕 1 , - “ / i,-� + l + ./ 1卜々 + “./� ： ， 
y,-k+uj_ 
./ = 0 , 1 , - - - , A - ^ ; 
n ^ “ , (/) if m = 0, 
t/=l 
r f f , 
f «1_丨 C,2-l ("™-|-l , , I I I ... S:{{gr'(,-w+"o} 
f/j = /// tt2 = / / /一 1 ciT^ = //;—2 I a„, = 1 、 “ ^ . 、 
厂-一“=x&+,+„,_ ,g: ; ; ; -" ' ( / — � + / + m - l ) } } � 
x ^ u , + 2 < 2 ; j ' ( / - “ 7 . + 2)} 
x ^ + , + j g : ; : ' | ( / - W + l)} 
x ^ . . 4 . , 0 ' - ^ + y)} \fni = l - J , 
j = 0’\,.�k-t, (2.9) 
c ^ A - f l , b > c ; <^/Ud = l l A ' = 3 M h l JSc r^^ I .i=h [Pi Pi -"Pi , 0 < c. 
Actually Equation (2.6) can be regarded as a special case of Equation 
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(2.9) when t = k. 
In the next section, we will derive an explicit power-basis matrix 
representation for non-uniform B-spline curves from the explicit formula 
for de Boor algorithm of B-spline curves. 
2.3 Explicit power-basis matrix fomula for 
non-uniform B-spline curves 
Theorem 4 The non-uniform B-spline curve of degree k -
C ( 0 二 Z P,A^,,, (0 = Z P,A^,,. (,), h 么 t <。 
/=0 ,i=i-k 
can be represented by an explicit power-basis matrix form as 
", c";…cx … c X : 
(",+丨)丨 “ - 0 ' i^i-^iJ 
" i r ( - i ) ' c , v ; … - c j t r …-c；/；" 
t (t^-tJ {h-tJ ( t U ] 4 o 4’1 …4;"<][P"-
： •. ： ： ： A^ 4^ . . . A^ P … � . • • . . l^,o ^i,l ^\.k r'-/< + l C(t) = „ . . . • ‘ 
‘ {-xycX ： ： : : … ： ： 
： ( / , - r , , y . . k . � ( … < J L 1 ) , � 
^k • • 
J J •• : 0 (-i)^c^-^ / \k _ (( - U . -
吨,。’ (2.10) 
with the conversion 0/0 = 0 again, where 
厂1 
C / = ~ " - ~ ； JKr-jy-
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t l ^ U O ) i f m = 0, 
(,= l 
k "丨-| "2-1 [ r "«,-1-1. 
E E I - I { { / r ' " - ' ( o , / - ^ + m ) } 
il\ =//' "2='"-丨 （fl=/"-2 [^(/,丨,二| 
'•'= x<_"'“,,,_i(0)/;::r|-'(0,,-_々  + m_l)}:〜 
x < V 2 ( O ) C r ( O , / - ^ + 2)} 
x < ^ . , ( 0 ) / : : , ' ( 0 , / - ^ + l)} 
x<l“0)./:,:+|(0’/-AO}ifm = l，...，yt; 
(2.11) 
4々一 々"'-
1 + , 入 i ^ A i : _ i r ) ( o ) . . . / C ( o ) i f . = o, 
./ • />| +h^  +. •. + 〜=y "1 •", • ““. 
0</,2’..,,~�:/. “ 
l x s . / 1 l ' f z V 
./!<,I=," />|.|+A,.2+A|.., = /. /\丨!办|’2!办丨,3! "2="'-1*2.1+^ 2.2+*2.,1=^.1 2^,1 '^ 2,2 '^ 2,3 ‘ 
|^0<A|,,A|,.A|,:Sw [ 0<Aj|,A,2,Aj,<A|| ’ 
' ^ ‘ ^ b I f h"-i-i 
X ^ Z * ^ ^ _ _ ... t 
<,,=//;-2A, | +A,.:丨入.1='2.丨 ^3,l '^3.2 '^3,3 ！ ",,, = l 
0^:'>uA.2"'"SA|.| 
X I b ^ r l , { . " " " 、 ， z - M 〜丨八.2〜、—丨丨—.、�,”��A"�2 A"y.\ ) [^^^n^A.,.2A,J^^n-^.^ 
x < : : , ( o ) . / ; : : ^ W - h - - i ) } } . . . } 
(Ai 1 ) ,(/n \ ) 、 xC“；（0)/:2+;i ( 0 , / - ^ + 2)} 
x«;e'(o)./?;r(o，/-“i)} 
><«；\"(0)4?|'(0,/-^)} l f m = l - , k , 
• 户 1 , 2 ’ ...，k-’ ( 2 . 1 2 ) 
and the superscript, (^), denotes the ^-th derivative with respect to 
LF{t-t)/ ( ti.-1), which is the parameter of the B-spline curve equation 
substituting for the original parameter t in the equation of the curve; 
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/ , ) ( o " ) = : ^ / > , . / ) 
“ “ ,.=0 
ffi / f ^ - o , 1 A 
<i when b > c\ 
[0 if ^  > 1, 
[� ; (0)/?广 (0)."々;飞0) / f # = 0, 
= ' • 伙 " ‘ - " > _ 广 ) ( 0 》 . . / ? 广 ( 0 ) 
<^  \ -~~丄 1 ,where a = c - h, 
(,,+(,+...+(„=<^ ( o ! ( i ! . . . ( " ! 
0 編 ， ( 丨 ’ . . . ’ ( „ 《 《 
[ z / � > 1, w h e n b < c\ 
〜 、 d f / , - /〜 + " ( / , + , - O l 
a. (0) = —j< > " " 1 W i - , / + " J.=0 
' ( , ,—,/+r) / (V^H—,7+Aiff = 0; 
= <a+i-()/(、“i—、,.)，if< = l; 
0， i f ^ > 2 ; 
" , � n � d J C - V ^ f t + i - , , ) l 
" / (。）= ~ j { 1 r 
— [ ,/+“丨-~+,. J"=o 
' ( U . , - 0 / ( W . - ^ - ) ' ^ f ^ = ^' 
= <-(f,+i-f,)/(f,+hi-G+,-),iff = l; 
0, i f ^ > 2 . 
Note that the factorial jl = yx(y-l)x---xi, and the convention ()!=1. ' 
Proof. Substituting t=ti+u[ ti.r ti) into Equations (2. 3), (2. 6) and 
(2.8) yields 
A^ ,-“，’» = r,-“"»，"e[0,l)， m= 0 , 1 , - , k- (2.13) 
And 
7 、 ( - ~ + 广 + 也 丨 - ( ) a]{u)= ， 
< '/+A+I_^r r = \,2,"-,kJ = i-\’i-2,..�i-k. 
" ; ( w ) = l - a ; ( " ) , 
On the other hand, The B-spline basis function can also be 




"“+,„» =[丨 u u' ... u'] Al,, . (2.14) 
Ak _^k,m_ 
C()iiip;irison with the coefficients of the terms with the same power of u 
on the right hand sides of Equations (2.13) and (2.14) gives 
^ ^ f l A % ( 0 ) ifm = 0, .]^-du',= 
1 ,/ f k "i-i r "2-1 - - y y y {... /1,/"./ ^ ^ ^ ( 
./ • “以 （'i=Hi |^t/2 = m-l L<'3=m-2 f"m-|-l . 
4 . = X Y.[[fr\uj-k^-m)] 
“丨,=丨 
x < : " A . + " , _ i ( " ) _ C ; � V / . - ( + ^ - l ) } [ . . 
X a:l“i {u)_Q;^{u, i - k + 2)} a:i,^,{u)f:i;l [uJ — k +1)} 
X <M.C^{uJ - yt)}}|"_() if m = l,--X and 
J = 0,l,'-'k. 
Subsequent ly, Equations (2. 11) and (2. 12) follow from the above equation. 
Thus, Lhe degree k B-spline curve can be represented by the matrix 
representation as 
P " -
C(i<) = [] u ii' ... u'J_A'] P'，' ,wG[0,l), (2.15) 
- P , . 
Where 
A^ j/c jk ^o,o ^o,i •. • ^o,A-
� n A^ A^ . . . A^ � A " 1 - 丨’0 丨’丨 气々 ^ — . . . • 
匕 J • • . . . • 
• • • A^ A^ ... A^ _^k,0 气丨 ^k,k_ 
Since . 
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“ 、 ， 1 、 』 ( - 1 ) 零 " " 
( ^ , - ^ / . l )产。 
“ o ; . -
1 - c > r ' 
= ~ ~！ ~ ~「 1 t e … , 1 c y - ' , (2.16) 
( 〜 丨 ) ： 
_ ( - 树 _ 
thus, substituting Equation (16) into Equation (15) "yields Equation 
( 2 . 1 0 ) . II 
Several examples of [A'] for B_spline curves of degree k ^ 3 are evaluated 
by Equations (2. 11) and (2. 12) as follows: 
r ,n � 1 0"| A' 二 , 
_ - l 1_ 
,Z+I ~ h tj - ^ , - | Q 
/^+1 “ h-\ /^+1 ~h-\ 
r ^ 2 i - 2 q . , - 0 l � 0 0 ， 
。丨-(-丨 ‘丨-〔-丨 
(十丨―',“,/_L_,_L_1 hiizL 
- — — ( W / + i ) - — + , , , , 
_ tiU -^/-1 U + | - , / - l ( + 2 _ , J � 2 - ( _ 
A' l - A ' - A ' ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 -
"•“ ".() "’2 a + 2 - u a + i - u 
_3^3 3 " 3 3 ( / , +丨 - , ,从 -。 0 
A^i= "•“ ".(' '.2 a.2-^-,)a.,-^/-i) , 
^ 」 2 
3A' -3A' -A' ~~3(。丨一()——0 
"•” "•“ 2.2 (/, + 2 - U a + l - h ) 
-A' A' -A' -A' A' < 
— 0,0 0.0 3.2 3.3 X2 .^^  J 
Where 
^ 3 _ ft+l-,,)2 
" . (‘飞 +丨 -⑶ +丨 -“)’ 
^ 3 Z j k - ^ 3 ( ^ . > . - 0 _ a n d 
’ 3 3’3 (〔+2-〔)(〔+2-。) 
^ 3 " , + l - ( ) 2 ” a.3-0a.2-0 
Actually, the above explicit symbolical matrix formulae [A'"], / f = l , 2, 3, 
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are obtained by the Matlab programs in the Appendix, which are the 
Matlab-progra_ing-language implementations of Equations (2. 11)，(2. 12) 
and (15). The Matlab function MatrixA (k, i) in the Appendix A is the main 
function for the symbolical computations of the matrices of degree k 
B-spline curves. Note that it has two input parameters, k and i, where 
k denotes the degree of the B-splines, and i should satisfy the following 
relationships: 
/, < t < Z",.+i ’ and 
i ^ k. 
Tn order to obtain [A''] as shown in Equation (2. 17), for example, first, 
let A=3 and i-3, then call the function MatrixA(k, i) to obtain the matrix 
formula of [A'] when h - ^ <广4 ； finally, replace the subscript of every 
entry of the matrix (suppose it is equal to j) by jS+i to obtain the 
general matrix formula of [A'^ ] when h — ^ ^  h+\ and i is an arbitrary 
integer. Similarly, we can obtain the symbolical matrix formula of 
arbitrary degree B-spline curves by using the Matlab programs. 
Since it is very large and complicated, [A''] is moved from here to 
Appendix B. 
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3 Biorthogonal subdivision wavelets with geometric 
constraints 
3. 1 Primal subdivision and dual subdivision 
Subdivision schemes can be classified as primal and dual ones 
according to the different topological rules. Many primaJ.-
subdivision-based wavelets over both triangular (e.g.,Loop [21] [1], V 
3[39]) and quadrilateral (Catmull-Clark[37], V 2[40]) meshes are 
proposed and used in animation and engineering applications, but wavelet 
constructions based on dual subdivision schemes like Doo-Sabin 
subdivision have not been widely used. 
The subdivision rules of primal schemes like Loop and Catmull_Clark 
subdivisions can be divided into two parts: the computation rules of new 
inserted vertices and the relocation rules of old control points. However 
in dual subdivision schemes, all the old control points disappear after 
one subdivision step and the refined control meshes are constructed only 
by the new inserted vertices. Figure 3 shows the different topological, 
refinement rules between primal and dual subdivision schemes. 
p r i m a l clual 
pT"T"T"l pp;^ ;p^ ^^ p^  
^ ! )——0—^ V 
f ~\—^ fc^t3 
T T T T ^ 
() Q Q Q Q J 
1 1 i z t t " r i 
Figure 3: The primal subdivision is a face-split scheme, while the dual subdivision 
is based on the vertex split. Each face of the base mesh (top) is split into four 
surfaces by Catmull-Clark subdivision(left), while each vertex is split into four 
new vertices by DOO-Sabin subdivision (right). 
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3.2 Biorthogonal Loop-subdivision-based wavelets 
with geometric constraints for triangular meshes 
3.2.1 Loop subdivision surfaces and exact evaluation 
Lo()i) subdivision [25] is proposed based on a quartic box-spline of 
six direction vectors. The basic rule of Loop-subdivision is to introduce 
a new vertex, e’’ for every edge of the mesh and relocate each old vertex 
V to v'; and then every triangle is split into four smaller ones, 
introducing new edges. We express the local operators as ones introduced 
by Li et al. in 2004 [21] (see Figure 4) et^e 
⑷ V [> e {b) e [> V (c) s > e 
f'i^ure 4 ： Mask of local operators for Loop subdivision: The operator v > e means 
“take the average of the two vertex points adjacent to an edge point" ； the operator 
e > v means "take the average of the edge points adjacent to an vertex point"； 
s > e means "take the average of the two sidewing points adjacent to an edge point"； 
The procedures of Loop-subdivision are: 
<? = � v > i ? ) + l( iy>t?) 
< , 4 ^ ’ 4^ ) (3.1) 
v' = a[n)v + {^]-a[n)^{e> v) 
where n is the valence of v, and 
, � 3 f 3 1 2 ; rV 
a{n) = - + - + - c o s — — . 
\ ) 8 U 4 n J 
3.2.2 Lifting-based Loop subdivision wavelets . 
Loop subdivision wavelets were presented individually by Bertram"] 
an〔l Li et al.丨川 in 2004’ respectively. For the sake of completeness, 
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Lifting-based Loop subdivision wavelets are introduced in this subsection, 
and then biorthogonal Loop-subdivision wavelets with geometric 
constraints will be presented in the next subsection. 
First of all, Equation (3. 1) can be redefined with lifting operations, 
and its inverse can easily be obtained as follows: 
‘ 3 1 e' = i' + — (V > ¢ ) + — {s > e ) 
< 4 4、 （3.2) 
v' = l5{n)v + [\-l5[n)){e'\>v) 
8 3 
where p[n)--a[n)--. .. 
When the wavelet coefficient vector e, is equal to zero, Equation (3. 2) 
provides the same result as Equation (3. 1)，but the advantage is that the 
inverse of (3. 2) can easily be obtained by moving v and e to the left-hand 
sides of the equations, respectively, but others to the right—hand sides. 
Equation (3.2) can also be regarded as the lazy wavelet synthesis, 
the wavelet coefficient e, may have non-zero value, and the corresponding 
lazy wavelet basis function, y/” is already defined by the subdivision 
process. But the weakness of this wavelet transform is that the fitting 
quality of the reversing subdivision is very poor. 
To overcome this problem, we construct a wavelet basis function y, 
3 
W : ¥ r + S①丨小丨 
i= 0 
located at e a s a linear combination of the related scaling basis functions 
and the lazy wavelet basis function. 
The four coefficients w ,• can be obtained by orthogonalizing i// with 
the four scaling functions 0, corresponding to v, (/=0，1, 2，3), satisfying 
〈V/4〉= 0’ i=0’l,2’3. 
The simplest way to determine the coefficients ⑴，is using the 
discrete inner product operations ⑴ rather than accounting the cont inuous 
inner products of the basis functions. Using the discrete inner product 
can simplify the computation of the orthogonalization process and provide 
a stable fitting operator. 
By the discrete orthogonalization, weights w , are computed, 
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<^^nA>= ^o^o + rA+l o 
<^<'A >=/o^ + M + ^ 
o 
丄 丄 7 , 2 ， n(�_3 10 
< AJo >= «0 + / � + y\ + / 3 " + - ^ + "o 77 
zjD 64 
, , 2 ) 21 
< 减),•、〉= a(),o + 0CJ^ + /2 + r; + 7 7 
o4 
cc,=a{n,), A=y^(",), 
where \ - a 。 1 - B 
, , = — — -， 4 = ~ ~ ' - . 〃， ^, 
Thus the lifting scheme of Loop-subdivision wavelet transform can be 
described as follows: 
The synthesis process: 
V. ^ V. + 6；. e Ve, V/ = 0,...,3; 
3 1 e < - e + - ( v 0 + v , ) + - ( v 2 + v 3 ) Ve; 
0 6 
V < - P { n ) V Vv; 
v , < - v , + i5",e Ve,V/. = 0,l; 
The analysis process: 
w.<^v-S.Q Ve,V/ = 0,l; 
V < ！~ V Vv; m 
e ^ e - ^ ( v , , + v , ) - i ( v 2 + v 3 ) Ve; 
V. <r- Vj-ft). e Ve, V/ = 0,...,3; 
where S^  = - ~ “ ⑷ , a n d rii is the valence of v / . 
", 
3.2.3 Biorthogonal Loop-subdivision wavelets with 
geometric constraints 
The gray triangle in Figure 5 is the triangular patch containing 
constraints at the higher.level. Let V'' be the set of control vertices , 
at a higher level of resolution, which can define that gray triangle. In 
the above section we have discussed the lifting procedure of wavelets, 
we analyze ^ to get a control vertex set 1^  at one lower resolution level 
than 1^  and the corresponding wavelet coefficients W\ If we subdivide Z 
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directly, we can get a control vertex set V', which is at the same 
subdivision level as V but at lower resolution level. Figure 5 shows a 
mesh with the control vertex set around an extraordinary vertex. 
The size of control vertex set V is K=n+6, where n is the valence of 
the vertex at which the origin of the local coordinate system in the 
triangle is, e. g. , the red point in Figure 5). The triangular mesh area, 
of the control vertex set f is indicated by area{H). 
N^、\J z ]」 / , i Z l /1 /1 /1 /! /| 
— . f c , f t r / m / r ^ . . r — V — / / 1 X ^ / I / 
� \ \ 7 ； z X / Z E ^ L L ^ [ ^ ^i ^ ™ ^ _ . ™., 
_^2攀彩务賺 
7 / ^ / y ^ / ! : ^ ! ^ ^ ^ — — Z 
> / ^ z ' [ ^ Z 1 / , / I y M / / ! / / 
/ \ / A / 1 > ^ l / ^ y i,z Z 
/ y^_ / j Z ^ f x /1 / 
t ^ z f - 蒙 
Figure 5: Control vertices of Loop subdivision; the red point (left) is an 
extraordinary vertex and has valence of n, and the blue lines indicate the control 
mesh area of ^, expressed by area(H). The solid lines indicate the mesh at the low 
level of resolution, where the yellow point and the blue one are two edge points, 
while the dash lines indicate the mesh at the higher level of resolution. ^ 
For the lifting scheme of Loop subdivision wavelets, we need to 
A , A , 
construct a new wavelet transform with the synthesis filters (尸 ' - ) . T h e 
control mesh at the resolution level i+1 is reconstructed as V'''=?r'+Q'W' 
where the subdivision matrix P' of the new wavelet transform is the same 
as the old one, and the detail matrix Q' can be obtained from Q and P 
with a lifting operation as below: 
P' = P'\ 
Q' = Q + FS\ 
where S' is the lifting matrix. 
A higher level of the control vertices is computed by the lifting 
scheme as follows: 27 
r'' = p'V'^(Q' + p'S')JV' 
= p'(ri-s'fV')+Q'fV'. 
The above equation can be rewritten as 
r ^ r + s w \ 
r ^ ' ^ F r + g w . 
The vertices in 1^  have the same topological relationship as 1^  \ Let 
V"=(Vo, V,,? W)T 
indicate the control vertex vector of K". According to the lifting scheme, 
V" can be represented as 
V ^ = P ^ V ' + Q ^ W \ (3.3) 
Since V. is obtained by directly subdividing V、’ we have 
V'^ = P''V\ 
Let/''(v,i^) indicate the limit surface of the triangular patch defined 
by V". Thus The d "' derivative at the parametric position(v,w) at the 
higher resolution level, /"('')(v,w), can be obtained by multiplying the 
scaling functions with the control vertex vector V" as below: 
,"、0"'‘')(v’w)V". 
The (/h derivative of the surface defined by the control mesh at one lower 
resolution level at the same place, f'''"(v,w) , can also be obtained 
Similarly. 
To keep the geometric constraints, the following equation should be 
satisfied: 
/ " ) ( V , W ) = / " W ( V , W ) , (3.4) 
where d>0 is an integer and the superscript {d) indicates the dth order 
derivative of the surface /(v,w) or /"(v，MO. If d-0, Equation (3.4) is a 
position constraint, or a diY[ order derivative constraint. 
We know that: 
/ " ( " ( v , w ) = a > " ( " ) ( v , w ) V " , 
where 0 ^ (v, w) = {¢^ (v, w),(j>^ (v, w),• • •,^ zJf_,(v, w)} is a vecter of the scaling 
hasis functions of the wavelet transform, composed of the box-spline basis 
functions for Loop subdivision. Multiplying both sides of Equation (3. 3) 
2 8 • 
by <I>^""(v,w) yields 
f ' ' \ v , w ) = f ' ' \ v , w ) + ^ " ' \ v , w ) W ' (3.5) 
where 
中“⑷(V, w)=巾“⑷(V，w)P'S' + ①“(")(V, w)Q' 
is a vector of the wavelet basis functions. 
Substituting Equation (3. 5) into Equation (3.4)，we obtain a necessary 
property of constrained wavelet basis functions of Loop subdivision 
^"(')(v, — = 0, .. 
that is, 
^ ' " ' \ v , w ) P ' S ' = - ^ ^ " ' \ v , w ) Q ' (3.6) 
where S^ is our lifting matrix with lifting parameters for the 
constrained area{H). 
3. 2. 3.1 Position and derivative constraints 
In Equation (3.6)，Q is an M X («+9) matrix, where M - «+12 and n 
is the valence of the control vertex located at the local origin of 
area{H), called L0 vertex, and P is an M|§ matrix obtained from Loop 
subdivision rules. Filters P and Q are given in Appendix C. 
Since Loop' s subdivision scheme on triangular meshes is based on Box 
splines, Stam [如 presented the exact evaluation method of Loop subdivision 
surfaces based on Box splines. By means of Stam's method the scaling 
function vectors 
0'(")(v,w)={^C')(v,w),^^J/(">(v,w)".. ,^Ci)(v,MO}, i = {L.H], 
• • • [ •口 j 
can be defined with the e i g e n b a s i s functions for Loop subdivision '". 
Geometric constraints that we focus on are position constraints and 
derivative constraints. ¢*'(") is used for position constraints when J=0, 
and for 1" order derivative (even normal) constraints when J=1. 
0>'(")=A/6(")(v,w) (3.7) 
/)('')(v,w) is a 1 2 X 1 column vector obtained by using a conversion from 
box splines to triangular Bezier patches developed by Lai[20]. M is a 
matching matrix.-
The position and derivative constraints can be parametrized exactly 
by using the projection of V ' onto the eigenspace of the subdivision matxix. 
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Each triangular patch on a regular part of the mesh is defined by twelve 
control vertices, as shown in Fig. 6 (Constraints are in the shaded 
triangle. The sequence of vertices is corresponding to b{v,w)). 
Let B = 0'P^ and 0 " be the abbreviation of 0"(w,v) for short, and 
then the left-hand side of Equation (3.6) is written as 
0)'尸5^'' 二 BS'=[Bs0,Bs”BP\...,BP�n+a 
where S, is the /"' column of the lifting matrix S\ and the right-hand side 
of Equation (3. 6) as 
- ¢ ) , , “ ' � ( V , W ) 0 ^ 二 C = [C,, C,,...，C„+6，C„+7, C..S ] ’ 
and then we have 
"+5 
伪，=c, ~> X B,s" = c, ’ i-0, 1’ ...，"+8 (3. 8) 
/=0 
where Sj . is the element in the / ' row and the /"' column of S\ 
2 5 9 
1 / 4 / 8 X 12 ^ k f ^ % t w ~y 3XC/ 
e U ^ i o X 
Figure 6： A triangular patch in a regular part of the mesh with constraints 
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n + 3 n - 2 n z J n + 5 
f^；^  
^ ^ _ Z p 7 " 
2 7 + y ^ + 1 / / n + 3 n + 2 
Figure 7: A triangular patch containing an extraordinary vertex with constraints 
3. 2. 3.2 Geometrically-constrained Loop subdivision wavelet 
construction based on lifting scheme 
Observing Equation (3.8) that is constructed from the 
geometric-constraint relationship and contains the lifting parameters 
inside, there may exist under-constrained situations (more than one 
solution), or the coefficient matrix of the linear system of equations 
is not of full rank. To make the solution unique, we add certain 1ifting 
operations with some local orthogonal conditions to increase the 
stability of the wavelet transform. . 
Unlike Bertram's method['] described in Section 3. 2. 1’ we construct a 
wavelet basis function ip^  located at each edge point of the mesh (e. g.， 
the yellow point in Figure 5) defining the constrained patch by 
orthogonalizing the corresponding lazy wavelet y/( with all the ^+6 
scaling functions located at the control vertices v, (/=()，. . . ’ /7+5) of the 









&( =< ¥ i , ¢, >=< Wt，¢.1 > +Z < ^k, ¢1 > h.c ’ 
k=0 
we minimize the square sum of all inner products g.^  in area(A), such that 
the wavelet basis functions as orthogonal as possible to the corresponding 
scaling basis functions. Thus, for position constraints, we can construct 
a minimization problem with constraints given in Equation (3. 8) as below: 
〃+8 n+5 




Z Y^r^rf.-^C • 
c=o V '.=() J 
This constrained optimization can be converted to an unconstrained 
optimization as 
«+8 /(+5 f n+5 \ 
m m F = Y , Y i g , r : f + ^ T A & - C c (3.22) 
r=o L./=o V r=o y 
where Z, are the Lagrangen multipliers. 
We can expend F with g " : 
«+8 f n+5 fn+5 \A 
^ = Z Z ( ^ , . ) ' + ^ . Z ^ A . - Q 
uo ^ /=0 V /-0 )) 
/;+8 f /f4-5 、 
=Z Yi^Sjcf+^B^s^,+]-X,c, 
r = 0 V 7 = 0 乂 f 厂 •i n \ 
/;+8 /)+5 ( n+5 Y 
= Z Z < ^ r ^ / ^ ( > + Y . < A ^ i > ^ ' k . C + ^ r ^ / V - ^ C , 
r=o 7=0 V k=o y 
V L � J 
For each unknown variable s" or A,, in Equation (3.22)， let the partial 
derivative of F with respect to s“, or A, equal zero, i. e., 
Qf ^ f ^ \ 
^ = ^L<^n^j > <^j^y^f>+zl^hj<A^^j> H^; = 0 
。‘、“' /=0 V k=Q y 
amJ ‘ 
§ r f B , , . � c ‘ = o • 
0^1 r=0 
32 ‘ 
where ^ = 0,l,---,/i + 8;y = 0, l,---,n + 5 , then the lifting filter matrix S can 
be computed through the above linear system of equations. 
Similarly, other geometric constraints, such as first- and 
second-order derivative constraints, can also be handled. The procedure 
to compute S for normal constraints is shown in Appendix D. 
鲁 # 
w ^ . W „ 
Figure 8: constructing a wavelet transform with wavelet basis function (/,, and 
scaling basis functions. An extraordinary vertex at different positions: a) sideward: 
¢. (i=0, •••, 3, a, a, a, b, •••, b) ； andb) wingside: ¢. (i=0, •••, 3, a, a, a, ci, a, a). 
According to different positions of the extraordinary vertex in the 
triangular patch, as shown in Figure 8，the inner products of the wavelet 
basis functions and the scaling basis functions are different as beJ()w: 
For Figure 8 a), we have 
3 {i^,,^,) = a,S^ + y,S,+-, 
3 {y'iA) = ^A^rA^-^ 
{^,A) = {^i^^,) = rA^rA+^^ 
〈'"/，A〉= M , 
{y^,A) = rA-
For Figure 8 b)，we have 
3 3 
�y�,^o�= {y^iA) = ^A+M+^ = " A + r o ^ + - . 
〈'/々 ，^0 =〈vz/,^ ^〉= n A + r A + i , 
{^iA) = yA = rA 
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The discrete inner product of two scaling functions ¢^ and other 
functions ¢., including the inner product of ¢^ itself (shown in Figure 
9)， has four situations as follows: 
/ , , \ ) n 5n 









Figure 9: Discrete inner products of scaling functions of Loop subdivision wavelet 
transform. 
Based on the computation of the lifting matrix S with geometric 
constraints, the wavelet basis functions are constructed by a prior 
lifting operation to the subdivision described in Equation (3.2). The 
wavelet synthesis procedure is defined as 
V, — V. + 〒 , Vi?, 6 area{A), V/ = 0,...,^-l; 
otherwise v； <- v； + co^t \fe, V/ = 0,..., 3; 
3 1 
^^^^^ + -(V0 + V|) + -(V2 + V3) W ; (3.9) 
o o • V <— p{n)v Vv; 
v^^v,+S.e Ve,V/ = 0,l. • 
The wavelet analysis procedure can be regarded as the inverse of Equation 
(3.9) fully as follows: 
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V. <- V. - S.e W,V/ = 0,1; 
V < ！~ V Vv; m 
3 , 、 1, 、 w (3. 10) 
^ — e - - (V。+ V,) - - (V2 + V3) V^; 
0 0 
v^  — V. -s- .e^ Ve. E area{A), V/ = 0,...,n-l; 
< 
V. <r- V. - co e W , V z . = 0,...,3. 
Figure 10 shows the visualization of the wavelet basis functions. The 
position constraint is applied to the gray area of Figure 5 (right), two 
edge points are denoted by one yellow and one blue points in Figure 5 
(right). • 
秦 条 春 
Figure 10: Basis functions of the geometry-constrained Loop subdivision wavelet 
transform with a position constraint. From left to right, the scaling function, 
edge-point wavelet function of yellow point, and edge-point wavelet function of blue 
point. 
3. 3 Biorthogonal subdivision wavelets with geometric 
constraints for quadrilateral meshes 
3D models defined with quadrilateral meshes are more widely used. In 
this section, two typical subdivision wavelets with geometric constraints 
for quadrilateral meshes are discussed. 
3.3. 1 Catmull-Clark subdivision and Doo_Sabin 
subdivision surfaces 
Catmull-Clark and Doo-Sabin subdivisions both are typical subdivision 
surfaces for quadrilateral meshes, but the difference between them is that 
Catmull-Clark subdivision is the primal subdivision, while Doo-Sabin 
subdivision is the dual one. 
For the sake of completeness, Catmull-Clark and Doo-Sabin subdivision 
schemes will be introduced first in this section. 
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3.3.1.1 Catmull-Clark subdivision 
Catmull-Clark subdivision is a very popular quadrilateral subdivision 
scheme for meshes of arbitrary topology. As a widely-used multiresolution 
subdivision scheme, it has attracted many researchers' attention since 
1978 [6]. Catmull-Clark subdivision is defined by generalizing bi-cubic 
uniform B-spline [6]. The basic subdivided rule is to introduce a new 
vertex f' in the center for every quadrangle and a new vertex e' for 
every edge of the mesh, and then relocate every old vertex to v' . The 
subdivision mask for computing f' , e' and v' is depicted in Figure 11. 
Base on these indices, we can write the subdivision mask of Catmull-Clark 
subdivision as: 
H r ^ z n ^ < 
..画-.等攀 
(a ) V t> f (b) V i> e ( c ) f c> e (d) f t> v (e) e i> v 
Figure 11: Local Subdivision Operators: v > f means "take the average of all the 
vertices around an face point" ; v > e means "take the average of the two vertices 
adjacent to an adge point" ； f > e means “take the average of the two face points 
adjacent to an edge point” ； f > v means “take the average of all the face points 
around a vertex" ； e > v means "take the average of all the edge points adjacent 
to a vertex". 
e - V > e, Vedge of the model 
f - V > / , Vface of the model 
V = a{n)v + np{n)e > v + ny{n) f > v, Vvertex 
e =去 e + 去 f > e, Vedge of the model 
3 2 
where n is the valence of the vertex v, a{ri) - 1 — — ， j5(^n) = — , and n n' ,(") = A". 
n' 
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3.3.1.2 Doo-Sabin subdivision 
Doo-Sabin subdivision is a dual quadrilateral subdivision scheme, 
which is an extension of the bi-quadratic uniform B-spline surfaces to 
surfaces of arbitrary topology. Through a limiting process of subdivision, 
it produces uniform bi-quadratic B-spline surface for regular rectangular 
control meshes and global C'-continuous surfaces for arbitrary control 
meshes. Since the character of dual subdivision as we discussed in 
previous sections that new vertices are inserted and old vertices 
disappeared after one subdivision step, the vertex split is the most 
notable characteristic of the topological refinement rules of Doo-Sabin 
subdivision. In a subdivision step, each vertex of valence n is split into 
n new vertices in n incident faces, and the refined mesh is built with 
three kinds of new faces: F-faces，E-faces and V-faces, corresponding to 
the old faces, edges and vertices. The valences of each E-face and each 
vertex after one subdivision are equal to four, while all F-faces and 
V-faces have the same valences as the corresponding old faces and 
vertices. 
”n:—l 1)() / < - l 八 
V4〈,i < ^ ^ v [ \ V-1 
Y ' ^Y “ 
V:3 V'2 
Figure 12： Mask for Doo-Sabin subdivision. 
Figure 12 illustrates the mask of Doo-Sabin subdivision. For an 
『 s i d e d face, with the notions shown in Figure 12, the geometric rules 




The linear combination coefficients of the above equation depend only 
on the valence of the face where the new vertices are produced, l)oo and 
Sabin [15] gave a group of practicable coefficients as 
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^ + 5 
^ = " T " , An 
p _ 3 + 2 c o s ( 2 ; r j l n ) 
丨 4n . 
3.3.2 Biorthogonal subdivision wavelets with 
geometric constraints for quadrilateral 
meshes 
Subdivision wavelets can treat sharp features or boundary features 
ot' geometric modeling only by changing the subdivision rules for 
preserving sharp features [32,40]. Our constructions of geometric 
subdivision wavelets are different from this work. We concentrate on 
biorthogonal subdivision wavelets (both Catmull-Clark and Doo-Sabin) 
based on geometrically constrained lifting operations without any change 
of the subdivision rules. 
3. 3. 2. 1 Biorthogonal Doo-Sabin subdivision wavelets 
with geometric constraints 
I) Biorthogonal Doo-Sabin subdivision wavelets 
In most biorthogonal subdivision wavelet constructions, the first 
step is to build the lazy wavelet transforms. Introducing some additional 
vectors, which correspond to the wavelet coefficients, in the subdivision 
rules is a common method to convert the original subdivision schemes to 
the reversible lazy wavelet synthesis processes. In the previous 
biorthognal wavelet constructions based on primal subdivision schemes 
(e.g. Loop and Catmull-Clark subdivisions), the scaling functions 
correspond to the re-located old vertices. With the added vectors 
corresponding to the wavelet coefficients, the primal subdivision rules 
can be naturally converted to the lazy-wavelet synthesis processes. But 
since Doo-Sabin subdivision is a typical dual subdivision, all the old 
vertices disappear after one subdivision step and the scaling space can' t 
he established with the common method used in previous wavelet 
constructions based on the primal subdivisions. 
To overcome this problem in the wavelet construction, we picked up 
the corresponding re-located vertices of the old control points in the 
refined mesh when establishing the scaling functions. For an old vertex 
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V, all new vertices inserted around it form a new V-face and the centroidof 
the new V-face, v' , is an appropriate vertex corresponding to v (see 
Figure 13). v' does not need to be stored in advance, but can be computed 
easily in the wavelet analysis process. 
V(� Vo v^ 
”(） t'8 t,'7 ()• • ‘ 
r ‘ U [ j T U 
ko h i j ^ : 4 4 4 ^ 
-一^ _^4^  4 ^^¾^.. 
' 1 h > , h ^ 4 U " 2 V：> , 
^r 义乂5 4^ - ..、"…一、.….--、y ^*\s^ ^ ^ |j 
^'2 ^ N s , ^ Z ^'2 4 ? S 
1 «z 'l'4 L.4 
Figure 13: The corresponding vertex in the refined mesh (right) for each control 
point of the mesh before subdivision (left): v is a control point of the old mesh 
before subdivision, the corresponding vertex of v is v' in the refined mesh that 
is the centroid of the new V-face (drawn in red color). 
We take 广〜to denote the new inserted vertex which is produced by 
、f I 
the old vertex Vi in face kj, and jf' to denote the corresponding wavelet 
coefficient. The lazy wavelet synthesis process of Doo-Sabin subdivision 
can be described as follows: _ 
/ ， = / 、 〜 2 X � , " m 
v, = r v + t ( 2 X ' / , : " ) 
/=0 m 
Note that if /*' are equal to zero initially, the above equations 
degenerate to the same ones as the Doo-Sabin subdivision rules. 
The analysis process can be written as the inverse of the synthesis: 
" ( w - i ( 2 X ' , A " 
7=0 m 
f ” = f � - c c � - Y j : : V m ni 
To keep a good fitting quality, it is necessary to introduce the 
lifting scheme, which makes the wavelets orthogonal with the scaling 
functions. In a F-face A:with valence n, for a lazy wavelet ipi, a new wavelet 
0 is constructed as the linear combination of the lazy wavelet and the 
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n scaling functions located at v,.，(/-0, •••, rrl) which are the centroids 
of incident V-faces of the F-face k. It can be represented as 
(/y = A(v/, + X ^ ^ M ) (3. 11) 
/=0 
which satisfies that ((//,^ J.) = 0, (/ = 0,l,...,^-l). 
Discrete inner products are used to simplify the computation, and the 
discrete masks of basis functions are shown in Figure 14, where: 
^ + 5 ^ 3 + 2cos(2;r//^) . , ^  , 
a = - ~ , Pi = , / = l,2,...,/7-l, 4« An 
4 = 厂 丨 = 丛 + 丄 丄 + 丄 ， 
4 64 4 64 
S- = ^ , / = 2,...,/7-2, 
^ a 27 6. = — + — 
( ) 4 64 
and ^^ •(i.二l,…’n-l) can be computed by a and 0,_ . 
~T^ f T ] r ^ 
~ l \ -—• •'羽 I...……—应 
I J _3_ ~ r 1 L -
？ TE l6 I l6 w ^ 
: T T i ^ 工 i 
丨 3 b 9 fa 
_ _ m 一 lG 一 m m 
g E — ； 互 3 
^ A — i 1 ~ ~ JT~I • _ _ 
:t6 lG I a .《.乂烹 f T 
_ _ L_«_I 1, -- 一 
: I X I 丁 ^ K X'^ \ 
i n n m | ^ _ L fe] ( ¾ ] — — < , m 、 _ _ 
p r ^ i T l ^ a 户 / E ^ > N 回 
jry — (!:" _b"]^  ^^ ^ ,, ； f I • 
\ 具 , , 丨 _ _ ； 
\ .z ‘ i 
.'-. ,- ：！ 
d ^ 广••~ 
(a) (|>D (b) X|// 
Figure 14: Discrete basis functions 
With the orthogonal coefficients w , the synthesis process based on 
lifting scheme is obtained as follows: 
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/ ^ ^ / , v / ; 
V. < - v,. + c o J , V / , / = 0,...,"-l; 
/ — / + av + f々,v,+, V/; (3. 12) 
/=i 
V <- yv, Vv; 
K—乂+"//, •/• 
The wavelet analysis can be obtained by reversing the above synthesis 
rules: 
f v , - " / / , v/; 
V — V / y, Vv; 
f i f - a v - f j . ; v , , V/; (3.13) 
/=i 
v,.<e-v,.-^ y./, V/,/ = 0，...,"-l; 
/ — //义，v/. 
Figure 15 shows the visualization of the basis functions of our wavelet 
construction. The first row represents the scaling functions and the 
bottom row shows the lifted wavelets corresponding to the new vertices. m^^^ 
_ 春 _ 厂 
Figure 15: Visualization of the basis functions: the scaling functions (top) located in the faces 
with valences 4(left), 5(tniddle) and 6(right) ； the lifted wavelets (bottom) corresponding to the 
new vertices produced in the faces with valences 4(left), 5(middle) and 6(right). 
II) Subdivision wavelets with constraints 
To construct geometric constraints, we need to introduce the 
relationship between control points at adjacent two resolution levels 
first. Take V" to denote the control point set of a geometric model at 
a high resolution level, and V^ the result point set after the wavelet 
analysis process applied to V". Subdivide V'、and obtain control set V'. at 
the same low resolution level as V\ According to DOO-Sabin subdivision 
rules and the wavelet transform described in Equations (3. 12) and (3. 13), 
vertex v''GV" and V GV'' have such relation: 
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v ' = X f + v'+aL{v,) + Y^p.L{v^), (3. 14) 
7 = 0 
where f is the wavelet coefficient associated with v'' and L(v) indicates 
the result of the lifting operations applied to VjeV^ (j=0, 1, ••*, n-l), 
which is represented as 
3 " , - l 
,(W = SZ〜/;/ 
,-=0 /=0 
/" means the j"' face point wavelet in the i"' face, co^j is the lifting 
coefficient of each f . 
• / / / 
The discrete geometric constraints have such relations shown as 
t.'ol lowi ng: 
, V v ) = /'+'(Vv) (3.15) 
where f"\u,v) denote the d"' derivative with respect to u or v at a point 
of the model at the i''' resolution level. When d=0, it is for position 
constraint. 
Shown in Figure 16, an gray area Q of the model is controlled by 
vertex set V" at level i+l, where n is the valence of F-face constructed 
by V". Based on the approach of precise parametrization of uniform 
[)oo-Sabin subdivision surfaces [38], the d"' derivative at a point in Q 
is computed as: 
/ 7 + 4 
r ' ' \ u , v ) = 0^'\u,v)•V'=Y,¢l'\u,v)v： (3. 16) 
=^0 
We can obtain vertex set V、 in lower resolution level by applying the 
wavelet analysis process to the model. Corresponding to V", V'' is the 
control point set of Q at the i"" resolution level which can be obtained 
from V、 by the subdivision process. So the discrete geometric constraints 
at level i is computed as: 
0 "+4 
/'' (u,v) = ^''\u,v)-V'=Y^l'\u,v)v[ (3. 17) 
k=0 
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/ T ..丨 '• \ 
/ I 丨 
^__^_^_______^_^ , \ I ^ ,,,\ 
/ \ /�“..� L 、 '•； 
/C A / .、' “回―-—…^^ . 
/ ¾ ; ^ : ^ ^ A / f 「 , 、 . : 
<：^ ^^ )^得._:' ^  ^¾^^ Vf , ; 
V ^ ' ^ $ n $ ^ T V \ — ! .. i ‘ - / ： 
\ \ ^ y fekh &.....一[^. 
Figure 16: The geometric constraints are applied in the gray area that is controlled 
by the vertices of V" at resolution level i+1 (left). Each vertex of V、 linked by 
the red lines is produced by a wavelet analysis process (right). 
Taking equations (3. 15) and (3. 16) into Equation (3. 14) with the relation 
of V" and V'' in Eq. (3. 13), we have following equation: 
n+4 rt+4 n-\ 
B < r ( " , v ) A = - B ( > , v ) [ a i ( v j + : ^ ^ ) ] 
k=0 k=0 7=1 
where t \ (k=0,. . ,n+4) are the wavelet coefficients associated with the 
vertices of V", and v^, G V^. 
For each wavelet coefficient fk in the lifting area of V\ the following 
linear equation is established: 
t<^l = -o' 
k=0 
If corresponding control point v""eK", then e' =\fi!{u,v), otherwise 
e' = 0. 
For each constraint we can obtain a linear equation with the lifting 
parameters for each of the related wavelet coefficients, and all the 
linear equations related to the same wavelet coefficient f could form a 
linear system of equations to determine the lifting parameters of f. 
corporately. 
The under-coristrained situation, can be treated as the idea similar 
to that introduced in section 3. 2. 3. 2. 
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3. 3. 2. 2 Biorthogonal Catmull-Clark subdivision 
wavelets with geometric constraints 
Biorthogonal Catmull-Clark subdivision wavelets 
Wang[37] constructs an efficient biorthogonal wavelet construction 
for the generalized Catmull-Clark subdivision by using local lifting 
operations. Lazy wavelet V ' or V'' should be orthogonal with local 
scaling functions around it (shown in Figure 17). 
According to the general definition of the lifting scheme for subdivision 
wavelets, we introduce two lifting operations here, which are similar to 
the local subdivision operators shown in Figure 11, />v denotes the 
lifting operations applied to all related face-point wavelets of one 
vertex, e>v denotes the lifting operations applied to all the related 
edge-point wavelets of one vertex. Let L(v) be the sum of these two 
operations for short, then we can construct our wavelet synthesis 
algorithm as: 
v = v + L(v), Vv 
e = e + V > e, V e 
/ = / + v > / , V / 
V = a{n)v + np{n)e > v + ny{n) f > v, Vv 
e =丄 6 + 丄 f > e, Ve 
2 2 
And the analysis process is obtained by inverting synthesis shown as 
followed: 
e = 2e-f > e’ \/e 
V = (V — np{n)e > v - ny{n) f > v) / a(n\ Vv 
/ - / - v > / , V / 
e = e-v> e, Ve 




• ¢^ • ^ ¢1 
Wf ¥t 
• � ¢ ) 
¢^ ¢5 
a orthogonaIizc y/j b orthogonalizc 外 
Figure 17: Using local scaling functions to orthogonalize lazy wavelets. 
Catmull-Clark subdivision wavelets with geometric constraints 
We construct geometric constraints by means of the relationship 
between the control points at adjacent resolution levels. Let V" be the 
control vertex set of a geometric model at a high resolution level, and 
V、 the result vertex set after the wavelet analysis process applied to 
V". The control vertex set V' at the one lower resolution level is the 
subdivided result applied to V^ of Catmull-Clark subdivision. V'. and V" 
have a bijective relation. And according to the definition of the wavelet 
transforms and Catmull-Clark subdivision rules, it can be expressed as: 
V ' = V ' + V ^ + l Y Z ( 0 | V v e K " (3. 18) 
v"earca{v) , 
where V' is the related wavelet set obtained by the wavelet aricilysis 
process of V" (see Figure 18). area(v) denotes a subset of V^ which will 
produce vGV" with a wavelet synthesis process: for a tYice point f'' G 
V"’ area(f") includes four points of Y composing the face; for a edge point 
e''G V", area(e") includes six points of Y which are around e"; for a vertex 
point v''eV" with valence n, it has a correspondence v" according to the 
wavelet analysis algorithm and area(v'') includes 2n points of V\ For these 
three types of vertices of V", the above relation between V'' and V" has 
concrete formats given in Table 1’ where a(n)=l-7/4n, b(n)=3/(2n0 and 
c(n)-l/(4n^). 
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； S ； : / .. 
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\.臺丄:1>^  
Figure 18: The control vertices of V" are encircled by the blue polyline, and the 
lift area of a vertex v,2 e V ^ is encircled by the brown polyline. 
V w t e x T y p e V ^ 1,乙 ^ 
F a c e pc>iiit / ^ f f 
E d g e P o i n t e" e^ | e + |(/o + f i ) 
V e r t e x P o i n t r" t;! | 3 { n ) E L i .^： + 7 ( 明 E L i // 
^v^em'ea(v) ^(^‘ ) 
lELi^uf) 
i E L i . L ( ^ ) + ^ E L L ( < ) 
Q(n)LK) + b{n) E L i [ (•浮 ) + C(n.) E L i L ( t ^ ) 
Table 1: The relation between the face points, edge points and vertex points at 
adjacent resolution level: e and f are the wavelet coefficients associated with an 
eclge point e“ and a face point f''. For a face point, v；'(/ = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) are four points 
ot. the face where f'' is produced; for an edge point, v" and v" represent the two , 
end points of the edge and four vertices of the two faces that share the edge; for 
a vertex point, v.," is the correspondence of v'' in V\ and v" and v" represent the 
l-ring and 2-ring vertices of v". 
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To keep the geometric constraints, we let /"()(w,v) denote the d"' 
derivative at a point with parameter (u,v) at a high resolution level, 
and /'(")(w,v) the corresponding d"' derivative at the point at the one lower 
resolution level. They need to satisfy that: 
f'\u,v) = f\u,v) (3.19) 
The d"' order derivative at a point of the Catmull-Clark subdivision 
surface can be evaluated by means of the exact parameterization of 
Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces [34]. We have: 
, W ) = G " . c D ( " V v ) 
where 0(w,v) is the vector of eigenbasis functions defined with the 
bicubic B-splines, and G" is the projection of V" into the eigenspfice of 
the Catmull-Clark subdivision matrix. Taking T to denote the invertible 
matrix including the eigenvectors of the corresponding subdivision nmtrix, 
we have 
f " {u, V) = {V"r') • ¢^ '^  {u, V) = V'Y{u, V) (3_ 20) 
where T{u,v) = r''^^'\u,v). 
From Equation (3.19), we obtain the equation: 
V ' -T^'\u,v) = V"-Y^'\u,v) (3. 21) 
Equation (3.18) gives the relation of control vertices V" and V'； with 
Equations (3.18) and (3.21) we can construct the lifting scheme for 
derivative constraints. 
The mask of the lifting scheme is illustrated in Figure 19’ and Figure 
19(c-e) show the relationship between the prescribed derivative 
constraints and the control points at two adjacent resolution levels. 
As shown in Figure 19(a)-(b), for a vertex v^ e V^ with valence n, the 
lifting operations can be described as: 
n-\ 
f ” = Y M f , 
/=0 
^-1 2n-l 
e，jy?�+ Y A g , 
;=0 /=0 
For a wavelet coefficient f associated with a face point f'' at the high 
resolution level, the linear equation of four lifting coefficients of. f. 
can be established as follows: 
以0份0 + <3,^ y, + «2^2 + ^ 3^3 - - d 
where w is the coefficient of f and d depends on contribution of the 
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wavelet coefficient f to f''^'" (u, v). a^ equals the contribution of Vk to the 
value of fi'('"(u,v) if a^ belongs to V、. 
And the one of six lifting coefficients for an edge point wavelet e 
associated with the edge point e'' is: 
biA + b,\ + c。"o + c,rj, + c^r|2 + C3"3 = -m 
Where b,, and c,< are the contributions of corresponding vertices and m is 
the contribution of the edge point wavelet coefficient to f_(u,v). 
r 7 > - ; i 「 丫 1 r V ， i 
^ 1 ' x \ T / / " ' " 
• 勞 拳 1 
\ / \ y (hn\y4m-:i 
(a) f > v (b) e > V ^0 i «'i 1 »jt) ~！— rji 
\ 丨 z \ : / 
\ : / 丨 \'•"/ 
t Au^=^Ai ~~f 
/ j \ i / i \ / I \ _........I / T x 
«'3 ——i W2 ——i—— T?3 ~i~ m 
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Figure 19: lifting masks. 
S()me visualization of the scaling and wavelet basis functions, ¢, 
of geometric-constraint based Catmull-Clark subdivision wavelets with a 
position constraint are shown in Figure 20. The position constraint is 
applied to the center of the gray area in Figure 17, and the gray area 
is a quadrilateral face (encircled by the green polyline) defined by a 
vertex point, a face point and two edge points of V H that are denoted 
by one yellow, one red and two green points in Figure 17. The scaling 
function corresponding to the vertex point) and three wavelet functions 
(corresponding to the face point and two edge points) are shown in Figure 
20. 
z i f " - ； - 成 i ^ - 胜 L > 
：•• 孝 � - ,^2jy. ¥ ^^-<^  
Figure 20: Basis functions of Catmull-Clark subdivision wavelet transform with a ‘ 
position constraint. From left to r-ight, the scaling function, two edge-point 
wavelet functions and the face-point wavelet function are displayed. 
The under-constrained situation, can be treated as the idea similar 
to that introduced in section 3.2.3.2. 
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4 Experiments and results 
Experiment 1. The multiresolution representation of the model Venus by 
Loop-subdivision-based wavelet transform with constraints: 
In Figure 21, the constraint point is assigned at the nose of Venus, (a) 
the original model at level 5; (b) the model with a constraint at the blue 
point on the nose, at level 5; (c) the model at level 0 without any 
constraints； (d) the model at level 0 with the position constraint. The 
two blue points indicate the positions of the point constraints in (b) 
and (d), respectively. 
_ _ : . 
^ ^ ^ T 
(a) (b) 
_ 暴 
® r ^ 
(C) (d) 
Figure 21. multiresolution representations of the model Venus with a position constraint. 
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Experiment 2. The multiresolution representations of the model Feline by 
Loop-subdivision-based wavelet transform with constraints: 
In Figure 22, two constraint points are assigned at the ears of the 
feline, (a) the original model at level 5; (b) the model at level 0 without 
any constraints; (c) the model with constraints at level 5; (d) the model 
at level 0 with 2 position constraints. The four blue points indicate the 






f l m 
暴 • 靠 
(C) (d) 
Figure 22. multiresolution representations of the model Feline with a position constraint 
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Experiment 3. Doo-Sabin subdivision wavelet analyses of the model Venus from 
level 5 to level 0 
_ _ _ w W Wi 
a) venus original model b) leve! 4 c) level 3 
應戲 # , ' w f •_ 
^ ¾ ^ - ^ ¾ * ^ - ^ ^ K ^ 
d)level2 e) level 1 f) level 0 
Figure 23. Doo-Sabin subdivision wavelet analyses of the model Venus from level 5 to level 0 
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Experiment 4. Doo-Sabin subdivision wavelet analyses of the model Horse from 
IeveI 5 to level 0 ^ ¾ ¾ 
g) horse original model h) level 4 i) level 3 ^^J% 
j)level2 k)levell ^levelO 
Figure 24. Doo-Sabin subdivision wavelet analyses of the model Horse from level 5 to level 0 
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Experiment 5. Improved Catmull-Clark surface approximation with 
2nd-order-derivative constraints: 
In Figure 25, (a) The original model (left), the lower-resolution 
models of the wavelet analyses with (middle) and without (right) the 
constraints. The red frame shows the zoom-in view of the mesh of. the 
original model, and the five blue points indicate the 5 position 
constraints and 2nd-order-derivative ones; (b) The longitudinal section 
views of the corresponding three models in (a). 
， <^^: \ ‘ ^^ "^^？‘^ ^^ ^ i^t> 
驅國_. § 1 
(a) 
^ 、 】 奢 
(b) 
Figure 25. Improved surface approximation by Catmull-Clark subdivision-based wave]ets with 
2nd-order-derivative constraints 
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Experiment 6. The multiresolution representations of the horse model by 
Catmull-Clark subdivision-based wavelet with position and derivative 
constraints: 
In Figure 26, (a) the original model at level 5; (b) the model at level 
0 without any constraints; (c) the model at level 0 with 2 position & 
derivative constraints. Two red points indicate the positions of the point 
constraints. 
^ 
(a) horse original model 
/ ^ ^ ^ 
(b) . (c) 
Figure 26. The multiresolution representations of the model horse with two position and derivative 
constraints. 
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Experiment 7. Removing gaps at joints of different-resolution parts o fa model: 
(a) The original model at the resolution level 5. According to the 
details, the smoother part (encircled by the blue curve used as the curve 
constraint) can be represented at the resolution level 3，and the curve 
marks the joint of the two parts at different resolution levels； (b) 
Wavelet analysis is applied to the smoother part of the model with (right) 
and without (left) the curve constraint. We give the contrast of the 
close-ups of the areas A and B (in (c) and (d)) of the model obtained by 
the common subdivision analysis (left) and GCLS-based wavelet analysis 
(right), respectively. 
^^^^fe^:jfe •丨 
m ? W w 
--•崎一^ 、〜 - ‘ ^-^^i^..---
(a) original model (b) model after wavelet analysis 
> 譯:| ^ :舅:1 ^¾ ^¾ • 
一 j " / . ; @ : ； • £.-,#-
[ ^ ^塵碰 _ _ 
(c) area A 攀—,,【 
_ r _ _ _ 
” “ - i ^^r.f4%'U^ i . ^ ^ ^ “ 教 >々 4t^%^^m .'4 
- (d) area B 
Figure 27. Elimination of gaps at the joints of different-resolution parts of a model by 
Catmull-Clark subdivision-based wavelet transform with curve constraints. 
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Experiment 8. Improved Doo-Sabin surface approximation with 
2nd-order-derivative constraints: 
(a) the original model at resolution level 8 (left)； (b) & (c) the 
lower-resolution models (resolution level 3) produced by the wavelet 
analysis with and without the constraints, respectively; (d) the top plane 
of the original model; (e) the shape of the top plane after the wavelet 
analysis wi th the constraints; (f) the bottom plane of the original model ； 
(g) the shape of the bottom plane after the wavelet analysis without the 
constraints； 
# f # 
(a) (b) (c) 
隨 誦 
⑷ (e) (f) (g) 
Figure 28. Improved surface approximation with 2nd-order-derivative constraints 
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Experiment 9. Elimination of gaps at the joints of different resolution parts of a 
model by Doo-Sabin subdivision based wavelet transform with curve constraints: 
The smoother part (encircled by the green curve used as the curve 
constraint) can be represented at the resolution level 3, and the curve 
marks the joint of the two parts at different resolution levels. 
This experiment is base on our method of Doo-Sabin subdivision wavelet 
with constraints. The wavelet analysis is applied to the smoother part 
of the model with (a) and without (b) the curve constraints in Figure 29. 
To show the results clearly, we zoom in the gaps at the joints of 
different-resolution parts of the model. 
M:>v % ， te.^ 
fl ^ 
T h c original mocJel “horse” M the 5th rcsnlurion level. 
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% ^ m ^ 
{a) wavelet analysis without constraints M^ / / ^ _^^^^^ 
a F ^ 
(b) wavelet analysis with constraints 
Figure 29. Elimination of gaps at the joints of different resolution parts of a model 
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Experiment 10. Multi-resolution geometric editing of Bunny with Loop 
subdivision wavelet transform: 
In Figure 30, (a) is the original model Bunny; (b) is the base mesh 
of bunny; (c) is the edited base mesh, where the two ears are stretched； 
(d) is the edited result of the model. 
^ H m - y^  | i l | 
@ 8 8 ® 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 30. Multi-resolution geometric editing of model Bunny. 
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5 Conclusions and future work 
In the first part of our thesis, we have proved the explicit formulae 
of both the general recursion scheme and the de Boor algorithms for 
computing non-uniform B-spline curves and their derivatives of arbitrary 
degree by mathematical induction； and then an explicit matrix 
representation for B-spline curves of arbitrary degree is also given. The 
explicit matrix formula transforms non-uniform B-spline curves of 
arbitrary degree to the polynomial space spanned by the common power basis 
and enables efficiently computing the B-spline curves and surfaces and 
their derivatives by using Horner’ s schema. The explicit computing 
formulae developed in this paper are very useful for the evaluation and 
the conversion of curves and surfaces in CAD/CAM systems. 
Based on lifting scheme, we construct a biorthogonal wavelet of 
Doo-Sabin subdivision and put forward geometrically constrained wavelet 
constructions with different subdivision including Loop, Catmull_Clark 
and Doo-Sabin. In Doo-Sabin subdivision, all the old control points 
disappear after the subdivision process. Our work solve this problem, the 
corresponding lazy wavelet transform can be constructed and translated 
int.o a sequence of simple local operations easily, without the extended 
subdivision rules. It means that this method is more flexible to different 
kind of models. 
The construction of the lifting scheme designed for geometric 
constraints extends the modeling ability of the lifting-based subdivision 
wavelet constructions. With our geometrically constrained wavelet 
transforms, the 3D models analyzed can preserve user specified discrete 
and continuous constraints like positions, normals, d"' derivatives and 
isoparametric curves. Furthermore, by means of elaborately-designed 
position and normal constraints, our approach can also deal with sharp 
features in multiresolution modeling. Compared to the previous 
multi-resolution modeling methods, the differences are the the previous 
methods need to change the subdivision rules to keep the sharp features. 
This made the subdivision-based wavelet transform algorithms more 
complicated and difficult to implement. Our method use the lifting scheme 
instead of changing any subdivision rules, and our method can deal with . 
high order derivative constraints, as the experiments shown in pervious 
chapter. 
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Our biorthogonal subdivision wavelet construction method, which is 
based on geometrically constrained lifting operations without any change 
of the subdivision rules, can also be adopted for other subdivision-




Matlab programs for the matrix [Ak] in Equation (15) 
% niairixA.ni 
fu n ct i 0 n f= m atri x A (k, i) 
R = s y m ( z e r o s ( k + l , k + l ) ) ; 
for j=0:k 
for m=0:k 
R ( i + l , m + l ) = AmatrixEx(k, i , j ,m); 
end 
end 
f=s impl i fy (R) ; 
%) AmairixEx.iTi 
function f = AmatrixEx(k, i , j ,m) 
i f j = = 0 
if m = = 0 
f= 1； 
for a = l : k 
f = P beta(i-k,a,0,k,i); 
end 
else 




f = f funct ion(0, i -k, 1 ,k,j ,m,k,i) /f ibonacciQ); 
e lse 




s impl i fy ( f ) ; 
"/o surnP.rn 
function f = sumF(m, k,j, i) 
cyc l e = m; 
length = k - m + l ; , 
1 =0; 
i f j = = 0 • 
Element = sym(zeros ( l , l eng th ) ) ; 
R. = sym(zeros ( l , l eng th ) ) ; 
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for a m = l :length 
Element(am) = f funct ion(0 , i -k+m, 1 ,am-1, 0,m,k,i); 
end 
for aO=l :cyc le 
for al = aO:length+aO-l 
R(al -1)=0; 
for am=aO:al 
R(al -1)= R(al- l )+EIement(am-I)*alpha(i-k+m-aO, am, 0 ,k , i )*f funct ion(0 , 
i-k+m-aO,am+1 ,a l -1 ,0 ,m,k , i ) ; 
end 
end 





Element = sym(zeros ( l ength , j+ l ) ) ; 
R = sym(zeros ( l ength , j+ l ) ) ; 
for a m = l :length 
for bm =0:j 
E lement (am,bm+1) = f funct ion(0 , i -k+m, 1 ,am-1, bm,m,k,i); 
end 
end 
for aO=l :cyc le 
f o r a l = aO:length+aO-l 
for bm =0:j 




for b m l = 0:bm 
for bm2 = 0 :bm-bml 
bm3 = b m - b m l - b m 2 ; 
R ( a l - l , b m + l ) = R ( a l - l , b m + l ) + f i b o n a c c i ( b m ) * E l e m e n t ( a m - l , b m l + l ) * a l p h a ( i - k + m - a O , am, 
bm2,k , i )* f funct ion(0 , 










f=R( length , j+ l ) ; 
end 
% ffunction.ni 
function f = f funct ion(x,y ,b ,c ,x i ,m,k, l i ) 
tf=0; 
y = y; 
i f b > c 
i f x i = = 0 
f = l ; 
end 
i f x i > = l 
f = 0 ; 
end 
else 
i f x i = = 0 
t f = l ; 
for bO=b:c 
t f = t P b e t a ( y , b 0 , 0 , k , l i ) ; 
end 
else 
a — c-b; 
X I = [ l : a + l ] ; 
for i = l : a 
XI(i) = 0; 
end 
whi le X I ( l ) < = x i 
X I ( a + l ) = xi; 
lbr i= 1 :a 
X I ( a + l ) = X I ( a + l ) - X I ( i ) ; 
end 
p=f ibonacc i (x i ) ; 
for i = l : a + l 
temp = b+i-1 ； 
i f � m = = 0 p = p*beta(y,temp, XI( i ) ,k , l i ) / f ibonacci (XI( i ) ) ; 




t empS = 0; ‘ 
f o r i = l : a + l . 
t empS = tempS + XI(i); 
i f t e m p S > = x i 
i n = = l XI( i ) = x i + l ; b r e a k ; 
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else 
X I ( i - l ) = X I ( i - l ) + l ; 
f o r j = i:a+I 








f = t f ; -
% aipha.m 
function f = alpha^, r, xi ,k,i) 
t = sym('t:i'); 
t2 = sym("tir); 
i f x i = = 0 
f = (T( i ) .TO+r)) / (TO+k+l) -TG+r)) ; 
e lse 
i f xi ==1 
f = ( T ( i + l ) - T ( i ) ) / ( T G + k + l ) - T G + r ) ) ; 
else 




function f = beta(j, r, xi ,k, i) 
t = sym('ti'); 
t2 = sym('t i l ' ) ; 
i f x i = = 0 
f = ( T G + k + l ) - T ( i ) ) / ( T G + k + l ) - T G + r ) ) ; 
else 
i f x i ==1 
f = - ( T ( i + l ) - T ( i ) ) / ( T G + k + l ) - T G + r ) ) ; 
e ise 
f = 0 ; 
end 
end 
% f ibonacc i .m 
function f = f ibonacc i (x ) 
f = l ; 
i f x < l 
f = l ; 
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else 
vvhiIe x > l 
f = P x ; 




function f = T(i) 
T - s y m ( ' [ c O t ! t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t 9 t l O tl I t l 2 i i 3 t l 4 ] ' ) ; 




� 0 ^0,l ^0,2 0^,3 0 
- 4 � o dl^ l A^,2 ^13 0 
[ 义 ] = 6 < o Al^ ^2 2 2^,3 0 
- < 0 4 <2 < 3 0 
j4 j4 >4 .4 .4 
〜 0 4^,1 ^4,2 4^,3 ^4,4 
Y — “,+「t,)3 .. 
。 ’ 。 （ 。 - U ( + 〜 ) ( 。 | - U 
, 二 1 ^t,-t,_3)(t,+,-t,)2 I (r-,,_,)(/,+2-Q2 |(,,—‘2)a+,_a ‘— ,） . 
。’丨—‘丨-(―丨丨(〔+丨-“)(〔+, - “ ） a + 2 - W ( ( + 2-(-i) (〔+丨-〔-2)(‘2-,,—2). 
,4 = 1 卜-(-2)((-‘丨）| ( ' , - U 2 ( ( + r O I ( W , - 2 ) 2 ( ( + | - U 
’2 —。丨-。丨 （+2 - “ （。3 -。 ) a + 2 - ,^-l ) (〔+丨-t,-2 )fc+2 - f,-2 ). 
( V V , ) 3 
^i\ 飞— ，（,,+r/,-i)a+2-(-i)a+3-^ ) 
, = 4 “ , - 。 {(, 一 
丨，'a_i -�a-2-�((-2 - 。 仏 - 丨 -� ( ( -3-� '“‘ 
‘ 丨 ) [ t ' {t..2 + ( + 丨 + ti-^ - ti-2 ) - ( + 2 ( " , + 丨 - t f - ( — 2 仏 丨 ) _ 
+ t,.2 (( - t,.2 )it>-lh + t] - tiJ, ) + a_3 - ti X(-2(+l(+2 - ti-2tiJ, ‘ 
-hJ,J,.l -V,+/,+2) + (,^ M - 0 ^ - 3 ^ , - . + ^ , 4 ) } 
, = 4 (t,-V,)2(t,+,-tp 
'’3_a+|-(-i)((+2—(—i)a+3-(-,) 
, — 6(t,-t,_,)(t,+,-t,.)2 
2’3 a+,—。)(/,+2-。)a+3-(-i) 
^4 — 4(t,+,-t,)3 
3" a + , - A - , ) a + 2 - ( - i ) a + 3 - L ) 
.：3 = -^(t'+l-t')3 1 _ ^ + ^ _ | — 44 丄 4 
’ （,,+3-Ua+3-()k+2-0 a+2-,,-i)j ’ 4 ^ 
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^4 = -6((+,-()2 [ " 说 - 2 + 。 
'“‘it,-2 -。(。- ‘丨)(,,-2 -。2 ) L ‘ ( 仏 3 - t,.^ ) 
I Li(',+2 - 0 ^ - 3 -t,.^  —。 ) + ~3t,-2(。-0" 
(。-。(,,-丨-(+2) . 
z = 4 4 4 I 4(,,+,-()3 r 1 I 1 “ 
“ ,() ( ( + 2、處丨 - U k + 2 -‘丨）a., -‘3)_ 
, = _ 々 ( l i - Q 3 [ 1 , 1 I 1 “ 
''' )'0 ((+2-,,-2)L((+|-,,-2)(,,+|-,,_,) a+2-t-,)a+|-(-i) a+2-Oa+2-,,-i)_ 
Y — — 4 “ - U “ , , 
1,2 a _ 2 - U ‘ l -。 (‘ , -。 ( ( - , -。…' + 2 '+3 
+ 丨：’ “,-2 + 〜2 -。3 ) - ^ t,J. ",—2 — t| ) + [",+2,,+3 (t| - ,,+3 ) 
+ a_2 - _ M + 3 +^,.,W,.3+^,-,V,>2) + ^M(^/-2-O' 
- w , - , " , + i - a。 2 +。 ] M - 2 -。 } • 
4, = " " ^ (―。 {/, +[/,,(/, 2 - ( ) ( ( , - 。 
"(‘2-。((_丨-。(‘|-。1 l ' 2 ‘八'-1 '“‘ 
+ ft-2 - U ( U , - i - U , D + W+2((-2 - 0 
+W,+3(r-(+i)]/[((-2-(+|X(-|-U]} 
々 _ _ ^ 4 a + , - Q 3 [ 1 I _ ! _ _ 
•‘ "'•' a+,—^2)(',+2—。）L(',+「('-i) it|.2-(,-2). 
」 : ， = 丄 4 , - 4 ^ - 4 ; 。 + ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " • [ - J - + - ^ 
• 4 'i'3 “ "'° (/,>2-a。—（-i)k2-。-i ^.3-^,_ 
^4 = g>. -0' 
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The normal constraints function for Lagrange multiplier is: 
n+% n+5 f n+5 \ f n+5 p^p \ f n+5 3D � 
F = Z Z(^y.)^+^. I ^ A . - ^ . M ； l l ‘ � - c : + ^ ' 1 l f - . v , , - c ; 
f=0 \_ 7=0 V^ =0 y V r=0 OV J V ^=0 OM^ J_ 
n+S 
Let F = ^  F f , and l:=0 
//+5 f /)+5 ) f "+5 psn � f "+5 3D \ 
F.-Y^{g,f + ^ 5 > A , - c , +A;' Y^s,-c： + A : S f H 「 < 
/=o V'=o y Vr=o cv J V''=o cw y 
= I[(g,)2 + ^B.s, + x;^s, + A;^5,1- Vr - A,c; - A;"c； ^ ov . dw . 
一 甲 
«+5 f "+5 Y QB dB. 
= X < 伞丨,y^f > + Z < A ’ 办丨 > h f + XfBiS|t+K ^^i(+义厂 ^ 、.” _ 义而:_ ^¢'^ '^—义广< 
/=0 [v k=o y cn； c^, _ 
dF _ dF,. 
〜：as:, 
"+5 ( n+5 \ Qg Qg 
=2[<^25,為〉<(i>pWf>+Yjk(<^k,<K> H ^ , + ^ ; ^ + ^ r ^ = o 
/=o V k=o y c*v ow 
"+5 f "+5 \ 油 油 n+5 
iY^<<Ui> Yju<<u>i> HB ,+;i;^+K ^ =-2X<< i > i‘ i > < ¢ ,‘'/A > 
/=o U=o y ov ow /=o 
where ^ = 0,1.---, n + 8; j = 0’ !,•••,« + 5. 
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